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With recent emphasis on robust and reliable science, a minimal standard
for data analysis and other scientific computations is that they be
reproducible—that the code and data are assembled in a way that all the
results can be re-created (e.g., the figures in a paper). While adopting a
workflow that will make results reproducible will ultimately make a
researcher’s life easier, this goal will not be easy to achieve without the
right tools and organization.
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In this webinar, three reproducible research experts share how they
teach undergraduate and graduate students to make their research
reproducible. They recommend instilling best practices in students as
early as possible and teaching data analysis at all levels of a science
curriculum using a completely reproducible framework. In this way, new
researchers will know no other workflow than a reproducible one. They
also urge statisticians to marshal efforts to promote reproducible data
analysis practices in other disciplines. While all this might sound like a
tall order at first, modern tools for literate programming (e.g., R
Markdown) and systems for version control (e.g., GitHub, Open Science
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Framework) paired with carefully designed curricula make this goal easier
to attain than ever before.

Registration: This webinar is free, but registration is required:
https://www.amstat.org/ASA/Education/Web-Based-Lectures.aspx.
For more about the Center for Open Science and its work for open, transparent, and reproducible science (i.e., stronger
science), see https://cos.io and https://osf.io and follow them on Twitter: @OSFramework.
For more about AAAS and the Peer Review Evaluation program to improve the practice and application of scholarly peer
review, see http://www.pre-val.org/ and http://www.aaas.org/. Follow them on Twitter: @PeerReviewEval and @AAAS.
For more about the American Statistical Association and its work to promote the practice and profession of statistics, go to
www.amstat.org. Follow them at @AmstatNews and @ASA_SciPol.

